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PUBLIC ENTITY PAK EXPOSURE SURVEY 
ELECTRIC UTILITY 

 
 
Named Insured:        State:        
 
 
For electricity generation, we only insure standby generating plants.  They must total 10 megawatts or less and 
be valued at $10,000,000 or less.  If Mechanical and Electrical Breakdown coverage is desired, also complete 
CW 34 13. 
 
 1. Annual payroll (less clerical): $                             

 2. Number of users: Industrial       Commercial       Residential       

 3. Main location:        Number of substations:       

 4. Are all locations:  Fenced  Lighted  Alarm  Other:                                             

  Describe controls at substation, including signage:        

 5. Describe surrounding area:  Rural  Metro Distance of nearest residence:                               

 6. Any PCB transformers?   Yes   No Number:       

  Describe replacement schedule:        

 7. Who is responsible for inspecting operations?         

 8. How frequently is inspection done?          

 9. Who monitors and checks regulation flow?         

 10. Number of miles of distribution line?  Underground:       Overhead:       

 11. Describe pole and line maintenance (i.e. how often, by whom, documentation):        

    

 12. Does entity generate electricity?   Yes   No 

  Is this standby generation only?   Yes   No  

  Advise the source of power:   Hydro-electric  Nuclear  Natural Gas  Diesel 

  Total daily capacity:       megawatts Peak daily demand:       megawatts 

  How often are generators started up and tested?                        

  Who supervises the startup and testing?         

  Contingency plans in place for emergency situations?   Yes   No 

 13. Describe consumer compliant procedure:        

    

 14. Is electricity provided to neighboring entities?   Yes   No 

  If yes, describe and provide copies of contracts:        

    
 15. Has operation ever been cited or fined for non-compliance with required standards?   Yes   No 

  If yes, please provide details, copy of non-compliance notice(s) and action(s) taken to correct problem(s). 

 16. Does entity contract any part of their operations (construction, maintenance, inspection, etc.)?   Yes   No 

 17. Do you want Mechanical Breakdown Coverage?   Yes   No  

  If yes, an additional survey must be completed.  (See CW 34 13) 

 18. For a standby generating plant, a separate policy will be issued with ACV or functional valuation.   

  Is that acceptable?   Yes   No  

 19. Do you have any agreements to assure power to hospitals, frozen products warehouses, or other similar entity?   Yes   No  

  If yes, describe:        
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